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Global cloud computing dean meet the Jinling city, then the world situation
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Global cloud computing veteran, tenured professor of the industry's top experts in the

international institutions of higher learning, cloud computing research expert ... one day you

have never seen so many cloud computing dean? Just last week, seven super cow cloud

computing field assembled in the ancient city of Nanjing, a cloud computing industry movers and

shakers festival kicked off in Nanking city.

Development and Prospect of the cloud computing industry forum held in Nanjing on July 12 ,

seven cloud computing master at heavy gathered, they are a tenured professor at the

University of Southern California Department of Electronic Engineering, Tsinghua Information

Science and Technology national laboratory workshop, Professor IV group chief scientist of the

yellow armor, a tenured professor of the University of Melbourne, Australia Manjrasoft Pty Ltd.

Executive Director Rajkumar Buyya (Indian), Yung Chun-ming, professor of the University of

Stavanger in Norway, State University of New York at New Paltz Campus Computer Science

Department tenured professor of Hacken Lee, a tenured professor of the University of Florida,

AT & T outstanding scholar Jose Fortes (American), a tenured professor of Electrical and

Computer Engineering of Wayne State University, chief scientist of the Chinese Academy of

Sciences, Shenzhen Institute of Advanced Technology to be loyal, Tsinghua University IT

researcher at the Faculty Board, deputy director Cao Junwei. Attainments of the seven-

powerful industry-leading authority in the field of cloud computing has long been the industry pay

homage. Forum, they not only share the wonderful lectures, and published a view of their

respective research fields and projects to carry out analysis of industry development status and

trends of cloud computing , and more highly specialized perspective . This feast is a cloud

computing industry is fierce collision of an international and domestic innovative thinking.

The Panel also an outstanding representation of the Nanjing local area of cloud computing

enterprise-depth research, seven in the process of visiting experts and scholars deeply

impressed by the geographical and resource advantages of Nanjing, the development of cloud

computing . It is worth mentioning that in Emerging on behalf of the enterprise cloud computing

cloud record store to understand and observe the cloud computing research and development

and application of products, the experts completely to attract high-tech products, technical
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